
 First, talk to your child about the materials you are using.
 Are the materials familiar? Where did the cardboard tube come from? Why is
recycling good for the earth?

 Next, layout your paper and stamping liquid (paint, food coloring, or vegetable dye-
whatever you have on hand will work great!)
 Create your stamp: Shape the cardboard tube into the form of a heart. Work with your
child to squish and manipulate the cardboard tube until you reach the desired heart-
shape.

 We suggest makes multiple heart stamps if you will be stamping with multiple
colors.

 Get creative! Begin using the stamps, dipping them into liquid and pressing them onto
paper.

 Try overlapping heart shapes. Try creating a letter or word using the heart stamps.
Have fun and create Valentine's art for all of your family and friends!

 Let your artwork lay flat and dry completely before you share it.
 Don’t forget to share your Valentine designs online using #gathertulsa!

INSTRUCTIONS: 
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a.
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Promote Innovation & Creativity: Arts and crafts provide a platform for kids to create
new things, think differently, and innovate. The ability to solve problems that are
encountered while working promotes even more creativity, resourcefulness, and
versatility. 
Using Recycled Materials: When children use recycled or upcycled materials to make
crafts projects, it helps them learn the importance of reusing or conserving earth’s
resources. This is a lesson they can carry throughout their lives and help them become
responsible global citizens of the future. 
Gross Motor Skills: Molding, dipping and pressing help develop gross motor skills and
strengthen children’s hand muscles and coordination.
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Cardboard Tubes (from
paper towels or toilet paper)
Any paper: Newspaper,
Construction paper, or printer paper
Paint, Food coloring, or Vegetable dye

SUPPLIES: 

PROJECT:
At Gathering Place, we live to love! We love the Park, the people that visit and play in the
Park, and we especially love preserving the Park and the beautiful world we live in. Now,
you can help us celebrate love and friendship in a waste-free and earth-friendly way this
Valentine’s Day! This simple heart stamping activity is perfect for young children, and uses
materials straight from the recycling bin.


